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CABLE SHOP DOCUMENTATION DEPARTMENTCABLE SHOP DOCUMENTATION DEPARTMENT

�� FUNCTIONSFUNCTIONS INCLUDE:INCLUDE:

•• Processing cable installation job orders for the Cable Shop or cProcessing cable installation job orders for the Cable Shop or contractors.ontractors.

•• Assigning cable numbers to new cables.Assigning cable numbers to new cables.

•• Entering this information into the Captar database.Entering this information into the Captar database.

•• Producing cable installation reports.Producing cable installation reports.

•• Producing cable tags containing pertinent cable information.Producing cable tags containing pertinent cable information.



CAPTAR DATABASECAPTAR DATABASE

�� CAPTAR stands for Cableplant Tracking and ReportingCAPTAR stands for Cableplant Tracking and Reporting

�� The Cableplant database is used primarily to tie together variouThe Cableplant database is used primarily to tie together various assemblies s assemblies 
through the use of cables, wires, and crossthrough the use of cables, wires, and cross--connects.connects.

�� The Captar database is an Oracle relational database which residThe Captar database is an Oracle relational database which resides on  a  es on  a  
Unix machine. Most of this information is accessible to the userUnix machine. Most of this information is accessible to the user through the through the 
Web.Web.

�� The address or URL of the Captar home page is: The address or URL of the Captar home page is: 

http://www.slac.http://www.slac.stanfordstanford.edu/.edu/epriseeprise/cable/captar/captar.html/cable/captar/captar.html

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/cable/captar/captar.html
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/cable/captar/captar.html


CAPTAR HOME PAGECAPTAR HOME PAGE

�� The CAPTAR Home page contains the following options:The CAPTAR Home page contains the following options:
•• Cable Plant NotesCable Plant Notes
•• Rack Profile SearchRack Profile Search
•• Crate Profile SearchCrate Profile Search
•• Cable ReportsCable Reports
•• How to Submit a Cable Installation JobHow to Submit a Cable Installation Job
•• Slac Buildings, Locations that have related Rack Profiles.Slac Buildings, Locations that have related Rack Profiles.
•• Links to beamline mapsLinks to beamline maps
•• System AbbreviationsSystem Abbreviations
•• Captar information sent to the archivesCaptar information sent to the archives
•• Closed Job Order pdf file searchClosed Job Order pdf file search

(go to home page (go to home page http://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/cable/captar/captar.htmlhttp://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/cable/captar/captar.html))

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/cable/captar/captar.html


CABLEPLANT NOTESCABLEPLANT NOTES

�� Clicking on “Cableplant Notes” on the Captar home page will brinClicking on “Cableplant Notes” on the Captar home page will bring up the g up the 
document used by the cable department for reference.document used by the cable department for reference.

�� This document contains cable types and descriptions, connector (This document contains cable types and descriptions, connector (or or 
termination)  types and descriptions, color code tables for cabltermination)  types and descriptions, color code tables for cable conductors e conductors 
and the cable installation notes.and the cable installation notes.

�� This document guides users when writing job orders for cable insThis document guides users when writing job orders for cable installation. tallation. 
There is also a pdf file for printing if desired.There is also a pdf file for printing if desired.



CABLEPLANT NOTES (TABLE OF CONTENTS)CABLEPLANT NOTES (TABLE OF CONTENTS)

�� The Table of Contents of this document is hypertext in the web vThe Table of Contents of this document is hypertext in the web version. This ersion. This 
enables the user to jump to the desired portion of the document enables the user to jump to the desired portion of the document without without 
scrolling through the entire document. scrolling through the entire document. 

�� Clicking on the hypertext “TOC” that occurs throughout the web dClicking on the hypertext “TOC” that occurs throughout the web document will ocument will 
return you to the Table of Contents.  return you to the Table of Contents.  

�� The next slide shows an example of the Table of Contents.   The next slide shows an example of the Table of Contents.   



CABLEPLANT TABLE OF CONTENTSCABLEPLANT TABLE OF CONTENTS



CABLEPLANT NOTES (INSTALLATION SCHEDULE)CABLEPLANT NOTES (INSTALLATION SCHEDULE)

�� This section enables the person writing the cable installation jThis section enables the person writing the cable installation job order to   ob order to   
indicate to the shop or the contractor what to install and who windicate to the shop or the contractor what to install and who will do the work. ill do the work. 

�� See the partial Installation Schedule example on the following sSee the partial Installation Schedule example on the following slide.lide.



CABLEPLANT NOTES CABLEPLANT NOTES –– INSTALLATION SCHEDULEINSTALLATION SCHEDULE



CABLEPLANT NOTES (COLOR CODE TABLES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (COLOR CODE TABLES)

�� These tables show the color codes for These tables show the color codes for multiconductor multiconductor cables and what cable cables and what cable 
types they are used with.types they are used with.

�� These tables give additional information to the person writing tThese tables give additional information to the person writing the job order or he job order or 
installing the cable.installing the cable.

�� See the following slide for an example of the a color code tableSee the following slide for an example of the a color code table..



CABLEPLANT NOTES (COLOR CODE TABLES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (COLOR CODE TABLES)



CABLEPLANT NOTES (CABLE TYPES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (CABLE TYPES)

�� The Cable Type section shows:The Cable Type section shows:
11stst column: Cable type namecolumn: Cable type name
22ndnd column: Cable type descriptioncolumn: Cable type description
33rdrd column: Color code if availablecolumn: Color code if available
44thth column: Suggested connector types that can be used with this cacolumn: Suggested connector types that can be used with this cable type.ble type.

�� If there is a SLAC stores number, “S/If there is a SLAC stores number, “S/NnnnnNnnnn…”, that is hypertext, you can click …”, that is hypertext, you can click 
on it and be transferred to the SLAC stores web page.on it and be transferred to the SLAC stores web page.

�� The following slide shows an example of the Cable Type section. The following slide shows an example of the Cable Type section. 



CABLEPLANT NOTES (CABLE TYPES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (CABLE TYPES)



CABLEPLANT NOTES (TERMINATION TYPES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (TERMINATION TYPES)

�� The Termination (or connector) Type section is in the following The Termination (or connector) Type section is in the following format:format:
11stst column: Termination namecolumn: Termination name
22ndnd column: Termination descriptioncolumn: Termination description
33rdrd column: Application where used if knowncolumn: Application where used if known
44thth column: Suggested cable type for that terminationcolumn: Suggested cable type for that termination

�� If there is a SLAC stores number, “S/If there is a SLAC stores number, “S/NnnnnNnnnn…” that is hypertext, you can click …” that is hypertext, you can click 
on it and be transferred to the SLAC stores web page.on it and be transferred to the SLAC stores web page.

�� The following slide shows and example of the Termination Type seThe following slide shows and example of the Termination Type section.ction.



CABLEPLANT NOTES (TERMINATION TYPES)CABLEPLANT NOTES (TERMINATION TYPES)



RACK PROFILE SEARCH (QUERY SCREEN)RACK PROFILE SEARCH (QUERY SCREEN)

�� Select Rack Profile Search from the Captar home page.Select Rack Profile Search from the Captar home page.

�� Type in desired location or building number, I. E. B015.Type in desired location or building number, I. E. B015.

�� Type in rack number if known.Type in rack number if known.

�� Typing in the location and omitting the rack number will produceTyping in the location and omitting the rack number will produce a list of racks a list of racks 
for that location.for that location.

�� If you are not sure what location to type in, please click on  tIf you are not sure what location to type in, please click on  the hypertext word, he hypertext word, 
‘List’, to search for  the appropriate building or location.‘List’, to search for  the appropriate building or location.

�� See the following slides for examples.See the following slides for examples.



RACK PROFILE QUERY SPECIFYING LOCATION AND RACKRACK PROFILE QUERY SPECIFYING LOCATION AND RACK



RACK PROFILE QUERY SPECIFYING LOCATION ONLYRACK PROFILE QUERY SPECIFYING LOCATION ONLY



DISPLAY RESULT PRODUCED BY ENTERING LOCATION ONLYDISPLAY RESULT PRODUCED BY ENTERING LOCATION ONLY



RACK PROFILE SEARCH (RACK DISPLAY)RACK PROFILE SEARCH (RACK DISPLAY)

�� The rack will display both front and back if there is an assemblThe rack will display both front and back if there is an assembly in the back of y in the back of 
the rack.the rack.

�� Each assembly has an assembly description, I.E. “Each assembly has an assembly description, I.E. “MultibusMultibus Crate” and an Crate” and an 
assembly type, I.E. “123assembly type, I.E. “123--631631--00”.00”.

�� See the next slide for an example of the front of a rack.See the next slide for an example of the front of a rack.



RACK PROFILE SEARCHRACK PROFILE SEARCH



RACK PROFILE SEARCH ( RACK DISPLAY) CONTINUEDRACK PROFILE SEARCH ( RACK DISPLAY) CONTINUED

�� Clicking on the hypertext description, “Clicking on the hypertext description, “Multibus Multibus Crate”, will bring up a “Cable Crate”, will bring up a “Cable 
Location” list if there are cables attached to that assembly.Location” list if there are cables attached to that assembly.

�� See the next slide for an example.See the next slide for an example.



CABLE LOCATION EXAMPLECABLE LOCATION EXAMPLE



RACK PROFILE SEARCH (RACK WITH CAMAC CRATE)RACK PROFILE SEARCH (RACK WITH CAMAC CRATE)

�� Clicking on the hypertext Clicking on the hypertext camaccamac crate description, “SLC POWERED CAMAC crate description, “SLC POWERED CAMAC 
CRATE”, will bring up the crate display screen.CRATE”, will bring up the crate display screen.

�� See next slide for examples showing clicking on the See next slide for examples showing clicking on the camaccamac crate assembly on crate assembly on 
a rack, and then clicking on the slot number of a a rack, and then clicking on the slot number of a camaccamac crate.crate.



Click Here



RACK PROFILE WITH CAMAC CRATERACK PROFILE WITH CAMAC CRATE

Click here



RACK PROFILE SEARCH FOR CAMAC CRATERACK PROFILE SEARCH FOR CAMAC CRATE

�� Clicking on the hypertext slot number will bring up the cable loClicking on the hypertext slot number will bring up the cable location list for cation list for 
that slot. that slot. 
•• (The following slide shows the cable location list for slot 16).(The following slide shows the cable location list for slot 16).

�� Clicking on the hypertext “Slac number” will display Cater inforClicking on the hypertext “Slac number” will display Cater information if mation if 
available.available.
•• (Our department does not maintain this information.)(Our department does not maintain this information.)



CABLE LOCATION FROM CRATE PROFILE QUERYCABLE LOCATION FROM CRATE PROFILE QUERY



RACK PROFILE SEARCH (CABLE LOCATION LISTING)RACK PROFILE SEARCH (CABLE LOCATION LISTING)

�� Clicking on the hypertext cable number on the cable location scrClicking on the hypertext cable number on the cable location screen will bring een will bring 
up a termination listing if the cable pins are linked in the datup a termination listing if the cable pins are linked in the database. If not abase. If not 
linked, you will receive a “No data found” message. linked, you will receive a “No data found” message. 

�� See the following slides for examples of termination listings whSee the following slides for examples of termination listings when cable is en cable is 
linked or the “No data found message”.linked or the “No data found message”.

(Interpret the termination listing as both conductor 1’s are lin(Interpret the termination listing as both conductor 1’s are linked together, ked together, 
conductor 2’s are linked together, etc.)conductor 2’s are linked together, etc.)



CABLE LOCATION FROM CAMAC CRATE SLOTCABLE LOCATION FROM CAMAC CRATE SLOT



TERMINATION LISTING FOR CABLETERMINATION LISTING FOR CABLE

Conductor 1’s are linked



UNLINKED CONDUCTORSUNLINKED CONDUCTORS



CRATE PROFILE SEARCH (QUERY SCREEN)CRATE PROFILE SEARCH (QUERY SCREEN)

�� Click on the Crate Profile Search Screen.Click on the Crate Profile Search Screen.

�� You have the option of entering either the location (or buildingYou have the option of entering either the location (or building), rack, side and ), rack, side and 
elevation of the crate desired or just the micro and crate numbeelevation of the crate desired or just the micro and crate numbers. If you don’t rs. If you don’t 
know the micro and crate number, entering the location informatiknow the micro and crate number, entering the location information will display on will display 
the micro and crate number.the micro and crate number.

�� Submitting your query will display the “Crate Locations” screen.Submitting your query will display the “Crate Locations” screen. If you only If you only 
query on the location or building, “Crate Locations” will displaquery on the location or building, “Crate Locations” will display all the crate y all the crate 
locations in that building or location.locations in that building or location.

�� Clicking on the appropriate hypertext location will bring up theClicking on the appropriate hypertext location will bring up the “Crate Profile” “Crate Profile” 
screen.screen.

�� See following slides for examples.See following slides for examples.



CRATE SEARCH WITH LOCATION INFORMATIONCRATE SEARCH WITH LOCATION INFORMATION



CRATE SEARCH WITH MICRO INFORMATIONCRATE SEARCH WITH MICRO INFORMATION



SPECIFIC LOCATIONSPECIFIC LOCATION



ALL CRATES FOR A LOCATIONALL CRATES FOR A LOCATION



CRATE PROFILE EXAMPLECRATE PROFILE EXAMPLE



CABLE REPORTSCABLE REPORTS

�� Clicking on the ‘Cable Reports’ option on the Captar Home page bClicking on the ‘Cable Reports’ option on the Captar Home page brings up the rings up the 
following menu:following menu:



TERMINATION POINTS FOR A SPECIFIED CABLETERMINATION POINTS FOR A SPECIFIED CABLE

�� This search allows you to find the termination or pin connectionThis search allows you to find the termination or pin connections of a cable if s of a cable if 
you only have the cable number.you only have the cable number.

�� Enter cable number as in the following example. Enter cable number as in the following example. 



TERMINATION POINTS FOR A SPECIFIED CABLETERMINATION POINTS FOR A SPECIFIED CABLE

�� If the pins are linked in the database, a termination listing wiIf the pins are linked in the database, a termination listing will be displayed. ll be displayed. 
•• Same numbered conductors are linked to each other, I.E. 1 to 1, Same numbered conductors are linked to each other, I.E. 1 to 1, 2 to 2, 2 to 2, 

etc.etc.

�� See the following slide for an example of this report.See the following slide for an example of this report.



TERMINATION LISTINGTERMINATION LISTING

Linked



WIRELINK SEARCHWIRELINK SEARCH

�� This screen allows you to search for the pin connections of a caThis screen allows you to search for the pin connections of a cable if you do ble if you do 
not know the cable number, but know the location of the cable.not know the cable number, but know the location of the cable.

�� Enter the information you know about a cable into the appropriatEnter the information you know about a cable into the appropriate field or e field or 
fields. fields. 

�� See the following slide for example.See the following slide for example.



WIRELINK SEARCHWIRELINK SEARCH



WIRELINK SEARCHWIRELINK SEARCH

�� If the pins are linked in the database, a pinIf the pins are linked in the database, a pin--toto--pin connections screen will be pin connections screen will be 
displayed as in the following example.displayed as in the following example.



WIRELIST FOR A FASTON TERMINAL BLOCK

�� You can use this query to search for cable connections and crossYou can use this query to search for cable connections and cross--connects to connects to 
faston terminal blocks.faston terminal blocks.

�� Enter the location or building, rack and terminal block number iEnter the location or building, rack and terminal block number in the “Terminal n the “Terminal 
Blocks” query screen. All fields must be filled in.Blocks” query screen. All fields must be filled in.

�� See example on next slide.  See example on next slide.  



WIRELIST FOR A FASTON TERMINAL BLOCK

Output of this query on next slide



WIRELIST FOR A FASTON TERMINAL BLOCKWIRELIST FOR A FASTON TERMINAL BLOCK



CABLE LIST FOR A RACK

�� Querying on location or building and rack will display a report Querying on location or building and rack will display a report showing all showing all 
cables connected to assemblies in that rack.cables connected to assemblies in that rack.

�� Example of the search screen properly filled out follows:Example of the search screen properly filled out follows:



CABLE LIST FOR A RACKCABLE LIST FOR A RACK

�� The Cable information displayed includes cable number and originThe Cable information displayed includes cable number and origin and and 
destination information:destination information:



CUSTOMIZED CABLE LISTING

�� Entering information in any field should return a report of all Entering information in any field should return a report of all cable information cable information 
related to that field.related to that field.

�� Only one end of the cable may be displayed if you enter locationOnly one end of the cable may be displayed if you enter location information information 
and not the Job number because the other end may be in another gand not the Job number because the other end may be in another geographic eographic 
location.location.

�� Enter as much information as you can to reduce the search and waEnter as much information as you can to reduce the search and wait time for it time for 
this report.this report.

�� Use the suggested wildcards where information is unknown.Use the suggested wildcards where information is unknown.

�� Use the hypertext tables if you are not sure of the syntax of ceUse the hypertext tables if you are not sure of the syntax of certain fields. rtain fields. 

�� The next 2 slides show examples of the search screen and output.The next 2 slides show examples of the search screen and output.



CUSTOMIZED CABLE LISTINGCUSTOMIZED CABLE LISTING



CUSTOMIZED CABLE LISTING OUTPUTCUSTOMIZED CABLE LISTING OUTPUT



SUBMITTING A CABLE REQUEST TO CAPTARSUBMITTING A CABLE REQUEST TO CAPTAR

�� Requestors need to provide the Cable installation information toRequestors need to provide the Cable installation information to the ESD the ESD 
documentation department to enter into the CAPTAR database. The documentation department to enter into the CAPTAR database. The required required 
documents are:documents are:

•• Job Order formJob Order form

•• Excel spreadsheet or special email form containing cable coding Excel spreadsheet or special email form containing cable coding information.information.

�� The ESD Documentation department will provide assistance for filThe ESD Documentation department will provide assistance for filling out ling out 
these forms to new users. these forms to new users. 



GO TO ‘HOW TO SUBMIT A CABLE INSTALLATION JOB’GO TO ‘HOW TO SUBMIT A CABLE INSTALLATION JOB’

�� Access this option from the CAPTAR home page.Access this option from the CAPTAR home page.

�� Open the JOB ORDER FORM and follow the instructions.Open the JOB ORDER FORM and follow the instructions.

�� Open the  EXCEL SPREADSHEET and follow the instructions.Open the  EXCEL SPREADSHEET and follow the instructions.
-- The documentation department uploads this spreadsheet to the CAThe documentation department uploads this spreadsheet to the CAPTAR PTAR 

database. The fields in the spreadsheet match the fields in tdatabase. The fields in the spreadsheet match the fields in the database.he database.

-- Please pay close attention to the required fields, omitting thiPlease pay close attention to the required fields, omitting this information will  s information will  
result in the database not accepting this entry.result in the database not accepting this entry.

�� If you have one or two cables, you might find it more convenientIf you have one or two cables, you might find it more convenient to use the ‘Email to use the ‘Email 
Cable Info’ option. (See next slide)Cable Info’ option. (See next slide)



CABLEPLANT CODING FORM FOR EMAILCABLEPLANT CODING FORM FOR EMAIL

�� Read instructions and fill out form. Format hints are suggested Read instructions and fill out form. Format hints are suggested by the by the 
hypertext tables next to certain fields.hypertext tables next to certain fields.

�� If you have more than one cable, do not clear the information afIf you have more than one cable, do not clear the information after submitting ter submitting 
the first cable, just select cable 2 from the drop down box and the first cable, just select cable 2 from the drop down box and edit the edit the 
information that you entered for cable 1. This is usually easierinformation that you entered for cable 1. This is usually easier than entering than entering 
from scratch. Submit after each entry. If you do not have cable from scratch. Submit after each entry. If you do not have cable numbers numbers 
already checked out from the documentation department, they willalready checked out from the documentation department, they will assign assign 
numbers for you.numbers for you.



CAPTAR  OUTPUTCAPTAR  OUTPUT

�� The two main types of output from the CAPTAR database other thanThe two main types of output from the CAPTAR database other than the web the web 
are:are:

•• Cable installation reportsCable installation reports

•• Cable tagsCable tags



CAPTAR OUTPUT CAPTAR OUTPUT -- CABLE INSTALLATION REPORTSCABLE INSTALLATION REPORTS

�� Cable installation reports contain all the information submittedCable installation reports contain all the information submitted to the to the 
documentation department by the requestor.documentation department by the requestor.

�� These reports are submitted to the Cable shop along with the cabThese reports are submitted to the Cable shop along with the cable tags by le tags by 
the documentation department. the documentation department. 

�� A copy of this report is sent to the requestor and a copy is retA copy of this report is sent to the requestor and a copy is retained by the ained by the 
documentation department.documentation department.



CAPTAR OUTPUT CAPTAR OUTPUT -- CABLE TAGSCABLE TAGS

�� Cable tags are printed for the cable shop to tie to each end of Cable tags are printed for the cable shop to tie to each end of the cable.the cable.

�� The tags contain most of the pertinent information from the cablThe tags contain most of the pertinent information from the cable installation e installation 
report.report.

�� The following slide shows an example of  these cable tags.The following slide shows an example of  these cable tags.



CAPTAR OUTPUT CAPTAR OUTPUT –– CABLE TAGSCABLE TAGS



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH

�� Search the closed job database .Search the closed job database .

�� Job orders that remain open for whatever reason( not finished, nJob orders that remain open for whatever reason( not finished, not signed off) ot signed off) 
are not in this database.are not in this database.

�� An example of the search screen is on the next slide.An example of the search screen is on the next slide.

•• Last and First name refers to the Requestor name.Last and First name refers to the Requestor name.



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH

�� After clicking the submit button a table will return all the jobAfter clicking the submit button a table will return all the job orders that match orders that match 
the submission criteria.the submission criteria.

�� See next slide for exampleSee next slide for example



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH

�� Clicking on the desired job order will bring up the pdf file forClicking on the desired job order will bring up the pdf file for your selection.your selection.

�� See the following slide showing Job Order LLS009 as an example.See the following slide showing Job Order LLS009 as an example.



CLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCHCLOSED JOB ORDER PDF FILE SEARCH
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